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To all tvhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, JAMEs HANILEY, of No.
14 Sixth Avenue, in the city and State of New
York, have invented a new and useful device
for preventing sewing and other machines
moving in any but the required direction, of
which the following is a specification.
A great variety of sewing-machines work by
the intervention of cams, so that the opera
tion of Sewing can only be effected when these
cams move in one direction; but as some ma
chines are worked by the foot, crank, and fly
wheel, like an ordinary lathe, they are diffi
cult to manage when it is necessary to stop or
to start. Atsuch times when the crank hap
pens to be on the wrong side of its center, the
wheels in connection are moved backward, to
the injury of both the machine and the work.
It is to obviate these evils that I have madethe

improvement which I. now set forth.
Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings rep
resents a sewing-machine with my improve-

roller r, forming its axis. The other end of
machine. This wire has justelasticity enough

the Wire is secured to the frame-work of the

to hold the roller r in close but easy contact

with the wheel Bon one side and the frame A

A On the other. When thus arranged, the
wheel B can only be moved in one direction, .
and any attempt to move it in the contrary is
instantly arrested by the roller r dropping into
the narrow part of the recess or jamb.
Fig. 3 is an application of the same contriv
ance to both sides of a wheel, thus avoiding
lateral Strain.
The respective letters refer to the same parts
in each figure.
|
I do not claim the mere stopping of a ma
chine by the intervention of a brake, as this
is already done in several ways–by pawls,
clutches, and tightening-bands; but
What I claim, and desire to secure by Letters
Patent, is–
| The roller r, moving in a conical recess and
brought into action both to hold and release

ment, theimprovementbeing showninred ink;
Fig. 2, a portion of Such machine enlarged, | automatically by the friction of its surface con
and showing the construction of the improve tact with and by the motion of the machine,
substantially in the manner and for the pur- .
ment.
A. A represent part of the machine-frame; pose as herein set forth.JAMES HANILEY.
B, the driving-wheel. The space between the
Wheel B and the frame A. A forms a cohical In presence of
R. C. OVERTON,
recess, in which is placed a roller, r. tv is a
J. D. HALL.
wire, one end of which passes through the

